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Letter from the President
I would like to be able to thank all the
members of this great association for the
privilege of being President for the last
few years. My term is soon coming to an
end. I am happy I had the chance to
hopefully have made a difference and to
have contributed to our wonderful industry. It is awesome
to see the same passion in the new members of the board. I know
that in January this association will be well taken care of with these
great people. I will call out again for people to donate some time
to help to make things happen!!! I see these people taking this
association by the horns in the same way that they run their
companies. Just remember that we are sometimes in competition,
but to make this association and industry grow, we need to be able
to sit at the same table and work together. We gain so much
knowledge from each other: from, how do you do that, to, what
troubles are you having? That strength is what makes us stronger.
Associations in general are hurting, so please be a part of this
awesome group to keep it alive and strong.

weakens our industry! This is the start to being able to bid
apples to apples. I know we are not there yet but the ball is
rolling. I do know that when you bid a fence and the
competition beats you fair and square, apples to apples, it
hurts less and makes what we do so much more enjoyable.
I will be sitting back come January but I will still hopefully
be able to help in any way that is needed.
Please sign up and attend this year’s Fencecraft. Contact
Jaina for your booth and your AGM tickets.
Folks you must have photos (old and new), and stories to
put in Fence Focus. It is apparent that Fence Focus is read
and enjoyed by many. Advertisements in this great
magazine are affordable and the number of repeat
advertisers shows that they bring results.
Also be sure to visit our website at: www.CFIA.CA
Cheers!!!

I cannot thank enough the people that helped make the new CGSB
specifications happen. The specifications are now to ballot. We
finally did it!!!
As soon as this new specification is printed, producers be aware
that we will be pushing the new specification to the specifiers. I
know in these economic times it may be easier to follow the
wayward with non- spec materials. Just remember that this only
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Martin McCooey
president@cfia.ca
Maritime Fence Ltd
Special Projects
Martin@maritimegroup.ca
1-506-863-9391

Tech Corner

I was just looking at the latest trends in technology on the internet and was amazed and lost by the new, sometimes
completely incomprehensible vocabulary and the multitude of abbreviations. Admittedly as a seventy year old who
still doesn’t have a smartphone, I should not be surprised at my feeling of having landed on another planet. Words
like botnets and chatbots, abbreviations such as IoT and AI and phrases such as “As SMBs get more comfortable with
putting their data in the public cloud “ leave me wondering when did I get left behind.

After having read briefly about “chatbot” I think that if you are using social networking to advertise and reach
potential customers, you need to be aware that messaging applications are already surpassing four of the biggest
social networking sites. This is important to know if you are relying on social network sites only.

https://biztechmagazine.com/article/2017/01/2017-technology-trends-small-business

This seems to be a good website to learn more about the use of technology in your business.

If there are fence businesses out there already using the latest technology and are willing to share their experience, it
would be great to hear from you!
Contact me at mfodrek@sympatico.ca
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IN THIS ISSUE

Happy Thanksgiving!
North Americans continue a
tradition begun a few
hundred years ago by the
pioneers and settlers who
came from Europe to settle in a
land that was extremely
challenging. I often think of the
back-breaking work it took to clear
dense bush with primitive tools so that
fields could be prepared for the precious seeds brought
from Europe. No wonder they were so grateful for the food
grown in preparation for the harsh winters.
Today we live in our two countries in far different
circumstances but the necessity to give thanks still exists.

Studies have been done to show that people are happier
and healthier when they are thankful for the blessings in
their lives; when they focus on things to be grateful for,
even when going through times of trouble.
People ask, “how can I be grateful for anything when “This”
is happening to me?”

Difficult and crazy as it may seem, it is a choice, and
although the feeling of thankfulness might not be there at
first, if you fake it until you make it, the feeling of being truly
grateful will come.
Even if you are thankful for sunshine, or food on the table or
eyesight or having legs that can walk, it will start the
process of having a grateful heart which will bring you joy.
I wish you a happy and joyful Thanksgiving everyone!
Maureen Fodrek
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Publisher’s Note
Lots of crazy stuff going on in the world right
now: hurricanes, floods, forest fires, even
threats of nuclear war and just today an 8.1
earthquake in Mexico! Businesses in Ontario
have had to work in wet soggy weather most
of the summer, while out west, forest fires in many places
have called a halt to projects. We would love to hear your stories of
how your summer went under these challenging circumstances. But
life has to go on and so we look at how the fence industry is doing in
the fall of 2017. NAFTA talks have started up again and decisions made
there will definitely affect many industries in Canada. Minimum wage
in Ontario will increase to $15 which will have an impact on small
businesses: many changes to ponder and roll with.

In this issue you will find information on Fencecraft 2018 in
Toronto with the accompanying AGM for CFIA. We encourage
you to think about participating, either as an attendee or with a
booth. Many people have seen big improvements in their sales
by using this venue to become more visible. The networking
potential at the AGM is also an important tool in growing your
business.
As your business enters a slower period for some, we wish you
time for relaxation and reflection on the direction in which you
want to take your business and your life.
Maureen Fodrek, Publisher, mfodrek@sympatico.ca

The Merits
of Mentoring

I know we have talked about the
art of mentoring before and
although there is not yet “an
app for that” (at least I don’t
think so), finding a suitable
mentor or mentee is now easier,
thanks to the internet. See
www.micromentor.org

The director of Micro Mentor, a
non-profit which facilitates
more than 10,000 free on-line
connections annually between
volunteer business mentors and
small business mentees, says
that there is a significant corelation between businesses that
receive mentoring, and their
survival rate, revenue growth
and job creation.

Harvey Meyer, who wrote an
article on mentoring for Costco
magazine, quotes a business
owner as saying, “A mentor can
literally help make or break a
business”. I am assuming by”
break” he means the absence of
a mentor can break a business.

There is a false perception that
a mentor-mentee relationship
requires years of working
together. According to Micro
Mentor, the average time spent
communicating is 12 hours by
phone, on-line or in person. The
most popular topics are:
strategy, marketing, finance and
business development.
Some of the benefits noticed by
participating companies are
better recruiting and retention
and increased productivity from
appreciative employees who are
generally happier and more
engaged.

I am hoping that this will both
inspire successful business owners to “pass it on” by becoming a mentor to a start-up company, and also encourage start-ups to
seek a mentor to address vexing questions and give fresh confidence boosting perspectives.
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FENCECRAFT 2018 is coming

FENCECRAFT 2018 is fast approaching. Attached you will find the Booth Application and
the Floor Plan for the 2018 show. We still have some great spaces available. If you have
any questions, e-mail jprost@xplornet.ca or call: 613-543-0016.
Better yet, why don’t you just fill in the application
for a booth and forward it to us.
Convenient Location: Fencecraft 2018 is the
place to be if you have fence products or
services. Join forces with over 600 leading
manufacturers featuring products and services
required for the construction and maintenance
of commercial, public and residential
landscapes.

ENTER

TO WIN
a
FREE B
OOTH!

Location! Location! Location! Space is limited;
reserve your booth space today
Exhibit Rate Card $18.25 per square foot
Plus 13% HST (reg. #R119005049)
Join Canada’s fencing community and save
$2/sq. ft. The discount applies for members of
Landscape Ontario and the Canadian Fence
Industry Association.

Exhibit package includes:
15 VIP Passes
1 Full Conference Registration Pass
• Admission to Tailgate Party
• On-line profile
• Conference Guide listing
• Show Preview listing
• Show Guide listing
• Cross-Product listing
• Press release distribution
• Sponsorship opportunities
• Exclusive advertising opportunity
• Materials handling (to exhibit)
• Crate storage
• Aisle carpeting
• Parking
• Pipe and drape booth upon request
• 24-hour security
• Free Seminars
•
•

CONTEST RULES: 1 booth sale to enter. Applicants must be a member of CFIA. Draw date: January 9th 2018.
Winner will receive 10” x 10” booth reimbursement
8
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Attendance Sheet & Sponsor Request

ATTENDANCE SHEET AND A SPONSORSHIP REQUEST
I/We will be attending the AGM

and DINNER SOCIAL on January 9th, 2018

_________ @ $90.00 (inclusive) = __________________
(Includes: Appetizers, dinner, drink tickets, door prizes and entertainment)

I will not be attending the AGM and Banquet __________
COMPANY NAME ______________________________________
Enclosed is cheque for _________________________________
Please charge my Credit Card _____________________________ exp ____/_____
Signature ___________________________ Name __________________________ N
EW
TH
Contact Information:
IS
D
YE
Maureen Fodrek
P: 613.543.0016
O
A
P
O
RI R R:
13473 County Rd 18
F: 613.543.3975
ZE
Williamsburg, ON K0C2H0
Email: mfodrek@sympatico.ca
S

!

Our AGM & DINNER SOCIAL for 2018 will take place at the Delta Hotel by Marriott Toronto Airport at 655
Dixon Road, across from the trade show at Congress and the hub of Landscape Ontario events. Below are
sponsorship opportunities to help make the evening a success. Please respond by December 15th, so that
we can make signs acknowledging all you generous sponsors. Thank you for your support and generosity!

Appetizers for cocktail party $750 ___________________________ (Minimum of $250 please)
After dinner liquors $500___________________________________ (Minimum of $250 please)
Wine, beer & cocktails for dinner $1000 ______________________ (Minimum of $250 please)
Entertainment $1000 _____________________________________ (Minimum of $250 please)
Coffee for exhibitors $750__________________________________ (Minimum of $250 please)
General sponsorship

_____________________________________

Company Name_______________________________________________
Credit Card number __________________________________________ expiry date ___ / ___
____________________________________________________________________________________________

Please sign and print name
10
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THE UNDERGROUND WORLD
By: Terry Murphy C.L.M

SMALL INVESTMENT WITH ENORMOUS RETURNS
Sometimes there are opportunities right before our eyes, but we can’t
see them. There are great possibilities in front of us, but we don’t take
advantage of them. There are better than average returns available to
us, but we don’t take the time to think about them. Some
opportunities offer almost no money spent but returns can be a
thousand fold or more. Why is that? Let me give you an example.
Here is the best investment in town! It is a membership in the Ontario
Regional Common Ground Alliance ( ORCGA). It is low cost, has many
benefits and more importantly, can be used as a selling tool to
increase your business. No don’t stop reading now, but hear me out.

VALUE:
What do you think is the main reason that a consumer buys from a
landscaper, fencing or excavating contractor? They may have picked
your name from the internet, looked up the yellow pages or contacted
your local industry association. They probably are going to get two or
three companies to obtain a quotation or budget price. What will
convince them to give your firm the contract? You have to be
competitive but not the lowest in price. I have often said that the
more accreditations that you and that your company can show a
client, the more likely they are to choose your firm. The more an
individual or company can show their expertise, the more credibility is
established. This gives you the edge. Saying to a customer that you
are certified and your company belongs to both Landscape Ontario or
the Fencing Association and the ORCGA shows that your company is
professional, cares about their workers and their safety and can more
likely perform to industry standards better than your competitors who
do not have membership in these associations.

CONNECTING TO YOUR INDUSTRY
In my years at Landscape Ontario, I have asked many contractors why
they join an association like LO or the Fencing Association. The
common answer that they give is net-working, personal association
with other industry professionals and the opportunity to become
more professional as a company. They indicate that their employees
can participate in courses, we can join safety programs, and they can
take advantage of a range of benefits that are provided. We can go to
the Congress Trade Show or Fencecraft which puts us in touch with
suppliers and service companies. (The ORCGA also has a three day
Symposium event in February that is similar to Congress) The key
reason given for membership is that if I have a problem, I can call the
association office or another member to get a solution at no cost.
There are many tangible and intangible benefits to an association
membership such as Landscape Ontario, Fencing Association and the
Ontario Regional Common Ground Alliance.

CONNECTING TO YOUR CUSTOMER
Please note that he ORCGA organization consists of 24 major
companies or Associations such as Bell Tel. Union Gas, Hydro One,
Enbridge Gas, Landscape Ontario, Sewer and Water Main Association,
TSSA, Ontario One Call, Rogers Communication, ESA and others.
Some have thousands of employees. The ORCGA goal is for industry
and the public to Call for Locates and Dig Safely. By the way, this is the
law. Explaining to a customer, who could even have someone in their
family who works for one of these member firms mentioned above,
about the goals of the ORCGA, will automatically place your firm
above many others. Belonging to two or more professional
organizations shows your firm positions itself as a professional brand
which can establish a major advantage over competition. When
talking to clients, firms should always tell them that you belong to the
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Fencing association, Landscape Ontario, the professional
Landscape Group with 2,000 members and also the ORCGA, with
500 members, which focuses on safety and damage prevention of
utilities in the underground. Customers need to know that you
care enough about overall worker safety and professional
development that you belong to such organizations. Use it to your
advantage as a selling tool which shows you are a professional
firm placing you far above your competition.

COST OF AN ORGCA MEMBERSHIP
As in most associations, ORCGA membership costs are tied to the
number of employees in the firm. Most fencing and landscape
firms have fewer than 10 employee (demographics of the fencing
and landscape industry ). The cost for firms with fewer than 20
employees is $125 annually. Joining now will cost you $40 as we
are more than two thirds way through the year. If a membership
in an association can be a major selling tool to convince a
customer that your firm is more professional and you get only one
extra project a year because of it, than your return on investment
make it the best investments in town. Where can you get a
membership basically for the cost of a customer lunch with 2 or
three people? When you compare this cost to other membership
costs, it becomes an even greater bargain. It is a no brainer!

USE MEMBERSHIPS AS A SELLING TOOL
Smart contractors use their memberships to further their
company brand and to suggest to the public that they are more
professional , work more safely, pay attention to industry
standards and quality and offer customers an assurance of peace
of mind that they will deliver a better product or service. How
many business owners use their memberships in associations as a
selling tool to further their brand and position themselves above
the competition? Remember that most of the public will not know
of your firm and the quality of your work. They will rely on
referrals and on your ability to convince them of the
professionalism of your firm. Membership in the ORCGA will help
further your professional image and is one of the best
investments your firm can make. An ORCGA membership shows
value, promotes company safety, separates you from your
competitors, can help you to get business and adds to the
professionalism, of your firm. It also promotes your commitment
for employee safety by obtaining locates and following best
practises established by the excavating industry.

CONCLUSION
I represent Landscape Ontario and the Fencing Association as a
member of the Board of Director of the ORCGA. I believe it is a
great organization and one that you should consider joining. I
have been on the Board now for 12 years and understand the
value that it delivers for our Green Industry.
A low cost ORCGA Membership can be marketed as a selling tool
and together with your Fencing Association or Landscape Ontario
Membership should be mentioned to your customers. It is also
another important net-working opportunity. It helps the
professional branding of your firm. If you need further
information on a membership in the ORCGA or you want to join
over the telephone, please contact Jennifer Parent or Kim
Sheppard at the ORCGA office at 1-866-446-4493. It may be the
best telephone call you make this week and result in substantial
returns for your firm. I hope you take this opportunity.
For comments, questions or suggestions, please contact Terry
Murphy at tvmurphy@ca.inter.net

Debunking Multi-Loop Configurations
Loops are installed to detect vehicles and to prevent the gate or vehicle barrier arm from coming in contact with vehicles.
Multi-loop configurations (using multiple 6’x6’ loops spaced 6’ apart to span a wide drive way in replace of one larger
loop) leave detection gaps that can allow smaller vehicles such as motorcycles to pass by undetected, which defeats the
purpose of installing loops in the first place.

Ask yourself, who is likely to take more damage from coming in contact with a gate: a person in a car or a person on a
motorcycle?

There are manufacturers that recommend multi-loop configurations be used to cover wide gate paths. For a long time
multi-loop configurations were considered to be an accepted industry standard, unfortunately that does not mean that
the practice is truly acceptable or safe.

We have found in our testing when the detector is set to max sensitivity the best case scenarios for motorcycle detection
on a 6’x6’ multi-loop configuration would be as follows: the motorcycle can be detected on the sides of the loop up to
18” away when the loops were out of phase, or up to 12” away when the loops are in phase.

This means with the multi-loop configuration we tested the areas (or gaps) where detection is unlikely to occur ranges
from 29%-37% of the driveway width, again this is with the detector set to the highest sensitivity level, on a lower
sensitivity level the undetectable area increases substantially.

Example of detection gaps in a practical application:

In today’s litigious society multi-loop configurations are a liability. Multi-loop configurations have a much higher chance
of not detecting a motorcycle than a single loop configuration. For this reason alone they should be warned against. Using
a multi-loop configurations will increase the likelihood that someone is going to be hurt by a gate or barrier arm.

Concern about detecting motorcycles and other types of smaller vehicles (scooters, golf carts, etc.) is also the reason BD
Loops recommends that the stand-off distance from the curb be 2’ or less. In our testing the furthest distance where the
motorcycle was detected on the side of a loop was 12”. This means that with a 4’ curb standoff distance there is at least
3’ of undetectable area where a motorcycle or scooter can squeeze by undetected. A motorcyclist is most likely to hug
the curb when they are trying to make a turn or if they are trying to race a closing gate which could end in disaster if
their motorcycle isn’t detected. View the Don’t Get Caught Short in Your Reverse Loop Design write up on BDLoops.com
“Education & More” page to see why curb standoff distances should always be 2’ or less.

A single large loop configuration provides a more reliable means of motorcycle detection than a multi-loop configuration.
With a single large loop and an appropriate detector there are no detection gaps where a small vehicle such as a
motorcycle can pass by undetected.

Example of detection gaps in a large single loop application:
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Debunking Multi-Loop Configurations Continued
Besides the detection advantage, installing a large loop is physically easier on the installer. Cutting in multi-loop
configurations and wiring the loops in series to a detector, or connecting the loops to individual detectors and harness
wiring them to the operator takes much longer and offers no real advantage when detection gaps are present that
represent a liability to the installer.

Now you may be wondering how large can you make a loop. There are no hard rules when it comes to how large a loop
can be, every installation will be different. At BD Loops we regularly make loops up to 112’ in perimeter (6’x50’), but we
have made even larger loops for special applications where small vehicles such as motorcycles and golf carts would never
be using the gate.

Visit the www.bdloops.com “Education & More” section to view the full Multi-Loop vs. Single Loop configuration test.
While you are at the BDLoops.com website sign up for our free informative monthly installer newsletter. Use our
distributor locator to find a distributor near you. BD Loops is a manufacturer of preformed saw-cut loops, direct burial
loops, and loop installation tools for the gate, door, parking, and car wash industries.

Joking Around

Why do supermarkets make the sick walk all the way to the back of the store to get their prescriptions while healthy
people can buy cigarettes at the front?
Why do people order double cheeseburgers, large fries, and a diet coke?

Why do banks leave vault doors open and then chain the pens to the counters?

Why do we leave cars worth thousands of dollars in our driveways and put our useless junk in the garage?

EVER WONDER...

Why
Why
Why
Why
Why
Why
Why
Why

the sun lightens our hair, but darkens our skin?
can't women put on mascara with their mouth closed?
don't you ever see the headline 'Psychic Wins Lottery'?
is 'abbreviated' such a long word?
is it that doctors and attorneys call what they do 'practice'
is lemon juice made with artificial flavoring, and dish washing liquid made with real lemons?
is the man who invests all your money called a broker?
is the time of day with the slowest traffic called rush hour?
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Winter Driving
I hate thinking about this in September but an article in Costco
magazine by Wendy Helfenbaum just got my attention.
She recommends winter tires because the rubber compound used
for all season tires is not designed to stay pliable in cold
temperatures and the tread is not aggressive enough to bite
through snow and ice. It is now law in Quebec to have winter tires
and I hope that the other provinces will follow soon as it really
makes a difference and their accident rate has fallen by 5% since it
took effect in 2008.

will not do for another winter. Winter quality window wipers
are one of the best investments we have made. We switch
back to the summer ones at the end of the winter,
depending on usage.
Of course we all know to clean the snow off our cars before
driving, particularly the roof, as snow and ice can slide
forward and blind us or slide off and hit the car behind,
making us responsible for an accident should it occur.
Some tips from her article:

Having winter tires is the difference between control and zero
control. They should only be used for two or three seasons,
regardless of the mileage as they harden and become slippery.
Summer tires start to harden at 7 C; all-season tires become stiff at
about -10 C but winter tires remain flexible until -40 C. Stopping
distances for vehicles with winter tires are as much as 30 per cent
shorter than for vehicles with all-season tires.

When you feel the car is not turning enough, don’t turn
more; let go of the gas. Immediately you will regain contact
with the ground and if the front end is not sliding, the rear
end won’t either.

Tire pressures can fluctuate widely in winter, particularly when
temperatures fall rapidly. Every five degree decrease in
temperature results in a loss of about one psi in air pressure. A
temperature drop of 15°C, for example, typically results in a 10 per
cent loss of inflation.

Leave lots of space between you and the car in front.

During the cold-weather months, tire pressures should be
measured at least once a month using a reliable tire gauge. If the
tire is found to be under-inflated, the pressure should be adjusted
to the vehicle manufacturer's recommended level.
We usually drive a set of tires into the summer when we know they

YOUR
GET YOUR
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QUOTE
FLASH!
A FLASH!

LEARN MORE ONLINE
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Brochures
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Big Picture Seeing involves keeping your eyes moving by
looking farther ahead, reading the road surface and
scanning intersections in advance.

Don’t pump your brakes. It is the wrong thing to do with an
anti lock braking system. Keep your steering wheel straight,
put your foot right down on the brake pedal and wait for the
car to stop.
Managing risks associated with winter driving means
making good choices: proceed with caution and give
yourself extra time to get to your destination.
Maureen Fodrek

What to consider before purchasing business insurance

by Richard Frost, LOSS PREVENTION CONSULTANT, NATIONAL ACCOUNTS AND ASSOCIATIONS | www.federated.ca
Purchasing insurance for your business is a
significant investment. As with any
investment, you want to make sure you’re
getting the most value for your dollar. Before
you purchase coverage, a great amount of
time, effort and research should be invested
to ensure you obtain the best coverage to
meet your business’ needs. Below are some
tips to consider and some questions you’ll
want to ask before you insure your business.
Understand your risks
No one knows your business better than you.
Ask yourself: What are your needs and who can
best fulfill them? What makes up your
Richard Frost
operations? Where do your jobs take place? How
long is the duration of the project you’re working
LOSS PREVENTION
on? What are the common risks in your industry?
CONSULTANT
There are multiple companies out there offering a
FOR NATIONAL
variety of coverages. Each answer could affect
ACCOUNTS AND
the amount of insurance you will need.
ASSOCIATIONS,
richard.frost@federated.ca Shop around
There are many factors that affect your insurance
premium. Your own loss experience and industry
losses are just two considerations. When
shopping for insurance, shop smart by asking
yourself what your needs are and doing your
research. There are multiple insurance
companies offering a variety of coverages. It is
important to compare apples to apples when
determining what to do. Look at what the policy
covers in detail including exclusions,
endorsements, limits and deductibles to see
which ones best fit your business’ needs. Above
all, ask yourself which one allows you to sleep
peacefully at night knowing that your business
and assets are protected.
Review your policy limits
As your needs evolve, so will the needs of your
business. That’s why it’s important to review your
policy regularly and see if your coverages still
meet your needs. Insurance companies offer a
wide range of coverage limits. Ask yourself: What
limits do your contracts require? How much is
enough? Keep in mind that if your actions cause
injuries or loss of life, large claims could occur so
you’ll want to be insured to cover those costs.
Consider bundling several policies with one
insurance carrier. Layering and umbrella
insurance are some ways to get the most from
your coverage while controlling your costs.
Deductibles are also important to consider since
they can affect your premium and may allow you
to purchase more insurance where it is better
needed.
Once you have a good understanding of your
needs, here are some questions to ask your
insurance specialist:
1. What is the expertise of the insurer in your
industry?
2. What is the financial rating of the insurer?
Have there been any recent changes?
3. Does the insurer have access to all the types
of insurance that your company requires?
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4. What are the limits on coverages?
5. What are the exclusions and endorsements?
6. What payment options are available?
7. How will service issues be managed and
escalated?
8. How will the renewal process be handled?
9. Who do I contact if I require Certificates of
Insurance for multiple projects? Are there any
restrictions on the number of certificates that
I can request? What is the cost, and how
long does it take to get one?
10. What’s your claims process?
Here are some insurance terms that you should
understand when researching your insurance
needs and coverage.
Definitions:
• Insurance: is the sharing of loss by the few
individuals within a group, amongst the many
members of that group.
• Insurance policy: is a contract between the
insurer and the insured, which determines the
claims which the insurer is legally required to
pay in exchange for payment.
• Declarations page: provides the name of the
insured, policy period, coverage, limits, and
deductibles, and premium.
• Policy wordings: tell you what is covered and
what is excluded.
• Endorsements: can add or deny coverage,
add or delete conditions, change payment
limits, and add additional named insureds.
• Co-insurance clause: requires the insured to
have an equal or greater amount of the stated
coinsurance percentage of the insurable value
of the covered property.
• Umbrella insurance: is excess coverage over
and above the general liability and automobile
policies.
• Deductible: is the portion of the loss that the
insured pays. There are a variety of amounts
and can have a significant effect on the cost of
the coverage.
• Certificate of insurance: is a document issued
by an insurance company to provide evidence
that an insurance policy is in force. You can
request this of subcontractors to ensure they
have insurance and they can be requested
from you to prove that you have insurance.
© Federated Insurance Company
of Canada. All rights reserved.

This document is provided by Federated
Insurance Company of Canada (“Federated”) for
informational purposes only to augment your own
internal safety, compliance and risk management
practices, and is not intended as a substitute for
assessment or other professional advice.
Federated makes no representations or warranties
regarding the accuracy or completeness of the
information contained in this document. Federated
shall not be responsible for any loss arising out of
reliance on the information.
Richard Frost, CIP, CRM, is Federated Insurance’s
Loss Prevention Consultant for National Accounts
and Associations.
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when you
book 4 ads!!!

Address:

City:
State/Prov.:
Zip/Postal Code:
Tel:
Fax:
Email:

Application for Membership

PLEASE
NOTE!

Please complete entire application carefully and return to: Jaina Prost
13473 County Rd. 18 Williamsburg, ON K0C 2H0 • ph: 613-543-0016 • fx: 613-543-3975

visit us on the web - www.cfia.ca
TITLE

NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY

POSTAL CODE

PHONE

FAX

EMAIL

WEB SITE

SPONSOR’S NAME
Check your company description: Installer: Residential
Retailer:

Manufacturer:

Annual dues:

$350 plus applicable taxes

Commercial

Distributor/Wholesaler:

Agent:

Name on card

Payable by: cheque

Visa

Card number

Exp. date

Signature

Tymetal Corp.
Gate and Operator Systems

Fortress ® Aluminum
Cantilever Gates with
matching UL listed
gate operators

/HDGLQJ
Manufacturer
For Over 25 Years
New K4 & K12
Tested Crash Gates
&XVWRP'UDZLQJV
6SHFL¿FDWLRQV

Introducing Crash Tested
Shallow Mount Bollards
Contact Tymetal Corp.
800-328-GATE www.tymetal.com
Supplying the most reliable gate systems direct to Canadian fence contractors
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